Cape May County Park & Zoo’s

Scavenger Hunt
Grades 1 - 5
Search the Zoo for answers to the following questions.
Pay special attention to any signs you see along the way. Good luck!

1.

What does SSP stand for and what is the symbol for it?

2.

There are a little over 200 facilities in North America that belong
to the AZA. These facilities uphold the best possible animal care.
What does AZA stand for?

Birds
3.

What 2 kinds of birds freely roam the Zoo grounds?

4.

What color eyes does the Snowy Owl have?

5.

Macaws, like our Blue and Gold Macaws, have very special
tongues that help them eat. What is so special about their
tongues?

6.

Besides a Flamingo, name one pink bird you can find in the World
of Birds.

7.

Name a type of animal found in the World of Birds that is NOT a
bird.

8.

What color is an Emu’s egg?

9.

How wide is a Bald Eagle’s wingspan?

10.

When a Mute Swan picks a mate, how long do they stay together?

11.

The fastest two-legged animal is the Ostrich, whose top speed is
______km/hr or ______mph.

Mammals
12.

Our Cow Jilly can be found living with her Goat friends. What kind
of Cow is she?

13.

What continent do the DeBrazza’s Monkeys naturally call home?

14.

How far away can a Howler Monkey’s call be heard?

15.

List three of the Silver Fox’s favorite foods.

16.

What kind of animal is a Cavy?

17.

What are two other names for a Bobcat?

18.

All baby Cats are born with the same color eyes. Find Rocky the
Tiger’s baby picture. What color were his eyes when he was a
cub?

19.

You may have heard our Lion roar while you were exploring the
zoo today. Can our Tiger Rocky also roar?

20.

What is a Muntjac? What is another name for a Muntjac?

21.

We have two different species of Wallaby here at the zoo. What
is the name of the smaller species?

22.

A Bactrian Camel has 2 humps, but our Camel only has one hump.
What kind of Camel is she?

23.

Do male, female, or both male and female Bison have horns?

24.

Do Black Bears truly hibernate?

25.

Cotton-Top Tamarins are protected by the Endangered Species
Act. What year did they become protected?

26.

What is the fastest four-legged animal?

27.

Does a male or female Lion usually do the hunting?

28.

Go check out our Snow Leopards! What are mom and dad’s
names?

29.

Living in the bitter cold altitudes of up to 19,700 feet, what does a
Snow Leopard do with its tail to keep warm?

30.

How many cubs do female Red Pandas care for in a year?

31.

Reticulated Giraffes feed on leaves with their long tongues. On
average, how long are their tongues?

32.

Humans have 7 vertebrae, or bones, in their necks. How many
does a Giraffe have in its neck?

33.

What type of Oryx is in the “African Savanna” section of the zoo?

34.

The Ocelot is a small endangered cat. What are 3 of its favorite
foods?

Reptiles/Amphibians
35.

Name 5 common snakes of New Jersey.

36.

Are Burmese Pythons nocturnal (asleep during the day, awake at
night) or diurnal (awake during the day, asleep at night)?

37.

There is a critically endangered Salamander that can only be
found living and breeding here in Cape May County. What is this
Salamander called?

38.

How many of these critically endangered Salamanders are
thought to be living in the wild?

39.

How many species of Alligators are there in the world? Which
species do we have here at the Cape May Zoo?

Insects
40.

What percent of the insect population are Honey Bees?

How did you score?

Thank you for visiting the Cape May County Zoo!
Check with your teacher or adult for the correct answers.
We hope you enjoyed your visit and please come again!
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